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Abstract: The Internet has grown greatly over the last
15 years. Leveraging the availability of the Internet and
wireless technology, SCADA vendors initiate remote
access solutions, which allow virtually every telemetry
and monitoring device to be associated to the Internet
and thereby to your terminal of choice. It allows you to
be connected to your network or device, without being
confined to the office.
An architecture and proposal of a solution for
virtual instrumentation in SCADA systems. The aim of
this method is to propose a technique to design virtual
instrumentation based on software constituents, which
ensures uniform, reliable and extensible access to the
tasks of the SCADA hardware components. Security is
controlled by embedding IP tools into semantic
protocols. Keeping path of all the authorized IPs and
the network connections among them is a first
requirement. HMI Management HMIs are gatherings of
virtual instruments, together with the collaboration
instruct among them. This is the reason why handling
HMIs boils down to managing virtual instruments. So,
the semantic protocol must insert content and interface
templates, such that an HMI examined by the HMI
management system can respond with its own content
and interface structure.
I.

VIRTUAL INSTRUMENT IN SCADA

A challenge for inventors of monitoring systems is
allied to the fact that a SCADA system can have many
devices with different conditions. This is due to the
variety of makers, determined by the evolution in time
of devices and leads to a number of deficiencies. The
Internet has full grown vastly over the last 15 years.
Leveraging the accessibility of the Internet and wireless
technology, SCADA sellers found remote access
solutions, which permit virtually every telemetry and
monitoring device to be linked to the Internet and
thereby to your terminal of choice. It enables you to be
interconnected to your network or device, without
being restricted to the office. [5]
One of these relates to a challenging
management of the SCADA system components that
are desired when progresses a particular part of the
system, either because costs are due to the inability of
total replacement. Thus, to remove this deficiency,
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virtual instruments, represented by some software
components that communicate with hardware
acquisition devices, may replace a part of real physical
tools. This approach can involve a number of
advantages given below. [2]
i)
Continuous raise of the system without
decommissioning of hardware instrument by
changing on demand.
ii)
Instruments edition to the needs of a given
time.
iii)
Online system reconfiguration chances.
iv)
Opportunity controlling through software
equipment and their versions.
v)
The possibility of fulfilling the new
requirements on the functionality and
appearance of the instruments.[2]
In general, virtual instruments are distinguished from
the regular ones in terms of software interface offered.
Many of these are practical only in a development
platform. Ideally, these tools should be used on any
platform. Development of Web technology not only
provisions virtual instrumentation, but also offers the
possibility of varied integral. As simple functions, the
components are considered to enable the display,
control and management of hardware devices attached
to virtual instruments. To achieve this goal, we need a
collective interface for communication between
instruments and device. For the progress and
integration of a SCADA system, HMI virtual
instrumentation acting a key role. Such an
instrumentation API is authoritative both in terms of
developer and in terms of successive maintenance
staff. [2]
To confirm the interconnection of one system
over the Internet we have adopted the XML standard
that allows data transfer amongst applications making
use of an open structure. The authors have used the
same solution to describe the instruments, data
transmission between the transfer points, system and
controls and the hardware linked virtual instruments.
[2]
By using an XML description of a service,
produce virtual instruments in standalone applications
or web applications. Systems integrators to achieve
efficiency improving applications can use these
facilities. Using the data transfer and command
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structure XML compliant open architecture can be
attained. [2]
II. ARCHITECTURE OF THE SCADA SYSTEMS
WITH VIRTUAL INSTRUMENTATION

This approach leads to the interconnection of several
subsystems SCADA without the encountering of
compatibility difficulties. The architecture described in
the following diagram.

In the following sections, describe the generic
SCADAbased system architecture (Figure 1.) on which
the developing of a service oriented platform is
suggested. The main characteristic of this architecture
is the scalability that permits resizing of the SCADA
architecture, without changes for all the existing
hardware or software systems. The scalar construction
of SCADA allows the rising of the system architecture
with new necessities while the early investment and
conditions are preserved.The SCADA servers link with
the field devices through the serial bus. RTU and the
Base Radio are connected to RS485 in a multi drop
system. [2]
The RTU is installed at a remote location and
gathers data from actuators, PLCs and sensors acting as
a data concentrator. On the SCADA server demand, the
RTU codes the data into a communicable format and
sends them to the SCADA Server.The RTU also
gathers information from the SCADA server and
implements progressions that are directed by the
SCADA Server. The RTU is prepared with input
channels for sensing or metering, output channels for
control, indication or alarms and a communications
port. [2]
The main purpose of the RTU is to interrelate
the field devices such as actuators, PLCs, sensorswith
the SCADA server through a MODBUS RTU interface
card. The RTU transmissions all the information from
the field to the greater level of the control system
(SCADA sever).
Data are transferred through serial line RS485
using MODBUS RTU communication protocol.
The RTU is also capable of implementing
simple programs independently without containing the
SCADA server to simplify deployment and to deliver
redundancy for safety reasons. The Base Radio gathers
data from wireless devices and communicates the data
to the SCADA Server.
A serial RS232-RS485 data converter is used to
attach the SCADA server to a RS485 serial line. [2]

Figure 1: Basic SCADA-Based System Architecture.
[2]
III. SOFWARE ARCHITECTURE OF THE
SERVICE ORIENTED SYSTEM FOR VIRTUAL
INSTRUMENTATION
A suggested architecture of a virtual instrumentation
application for SCADA, is presented in Figure 2.[2]

The SCADA components such as SCADA
servers, SCADA clients, etc. are linked over Ethernet
LAN. Web SCADA clients, containing mainly of
management line, access system functions through
WAN. [2]
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Figure 2 SCADA services broker .[2]
Virtual instrument category of components are built to
make obtainable an interface that provides data for
initialization, then, made a template and progression
data and related orders if necessary. Each instrument
that obeys with this architecture will implement a
technique that will require the service it wants to
encounter in a SCADA system Services Broker.
SCADA Services Broker will afford information about
the modules that control hardware instrumentation,
virtual instruments that finally will work through the
A.
period of operation.
Broker Services SCADA system is a thing that
registers providers of tools, data and services. Basic
reason for that came from the need to allow adjustment
of the SCADA system on the fly.
Executing the service requires an interface
identified by the virtual instrument and Service
Provider.
Data management services are suggested to call
the database. Data transmission in this system is done
via messages summarized in XML structures.
Service Provider makes accessible the interface
to hardware devices with based system services. It must
be known the operation details of the device's handle,
the physical gadget and how they cooperate with virtual
instruments and SCADA Services Broker. [2]
IV.

SCADA SEMANTIC PROTOCOLS

A. Flexible Communication
One of the prevailing features of SCADA architectures
is variety, present at different intensities of granularity;
this consist of devices such as intelligent sensors and
network links. However, the complexity is secreted
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from the customer through a HMI Human Machine
Interface, which is an apparatus that expedites the
communication between a human operator and the
system.
Structure of a SCADA system can support
virtual instrumentation,a method that makes use of
customizable software and measurement hardware to
enable the user to describe their own measurement
system,the concluding is called a virtual instrument.A
tooldesignedspeciallyto satisfy particular information
require. Virtual instrumentation needs a series of
system
properties.Firstly,
need
a
constant
communicationamong all devices in a SCADA
system,for the reason that any two devicesmay be
required
to
interrelate
and
interchange
data.Secondly,the
communication
must
be
accomplished of coding anextensive range of messages,
being capable to accommodate devices with different
varieties and functionalities. This kind of exibility
requires an intellectual language whose semantic
properties can be misused.Basically using layouts such
as XML or JSON is disappointing, as they only provide
a syntactic explanation of the data .therefore we need a
new methodology, coding must be done by using
semantic protocols,coding must be done using semantic
protocolswhich initially inform the devices on the type
of data that is to be conveyed, and then provide the
actual data. [1]

B. Security Management
Security is one of the major worries in SCADA
systems,because they often regulator physical processes
whose illegal behaviour might influence the
environment and the society.SCADA systems face
challenges when it move toward to security. The main
reason is that system priority is that robustness and ease
of operation and maintenance, it does not focused on
security in design process.Security is controlled by
embedding IP tools into semantic protocols. Keeping
track of all the authorized IPs and the network
connections among them is a first requirement.
[1]When a device is existing with the kind of data that
is to be sent, it responses with a list of IPs representing
the characteristics of all nodes that are permissible to
communicate with it. In this way, any effort to infect
the network with nasty data is prevented: packets are
fell when they initiate form an unrecognised source.
The same core idea can be working in safeguarding
error correction, by presenting error management
abilities into the semantic protocol. When a device is
presented with an unidentifried type of data, it can
return lists of errors, including improvement clues.[1]
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C. Hmi Management
HMIs are assemblies of virtual instruments, together
with the interaction rules among them.This is the reason
why handling HMIs boils down to managing virtual
instruments. So, the semantic protocol must implant
content and interaction templates, such that an HMI
cross-examined by the HMI management system can
reply with its own content and collaboration structure.
Extension lead of this stage consist of new services
based on intelligent systems for data collection and
processing, data mining, or error and incident
management.[1]

response is unpredictable from the network traffic point
of view.
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The purpose of the present work is to develop a
standard interface API and Virtual Instrumentation web
boundary to ensure efficient development of new
applications such as SCADA and easy updating of the
existing ones.As a future work, the achieving of a
uniform description based on XML for virtual
instrumentation used is planned in order to allow
development of new systems or to convert the existing
ones to open systems.to study the implementation
opportunities of such system in WAN and Internet
networks where the influence of stochastic time-
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